Paper Cutout Templates for Kids and Parents
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Instructions:

1. Print the templates out on regular Xerox paper or any paper you like that is not too thick.

2. Fold along the dotted line (except the fish template which does not require folding).

3. Cut away the gray area. To make cutting safe, please have kids using safety scissors. A cutting tip is to first cut the large shape on the outside and then the smaller shapes on the inside. For the inside details, cut a small slit into a small shape to allow scissors to work around it.

4. Glue the finished paper cutout onto a piece of color paper. Glue stick works the best and it is easier to smear glue on the color paper instead of the paper cutout. And, use the back of the paper cutout as the front so no fold line or remaining gray area is visible.

5. Sign the artwork and enjoy!